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Diagrams and Diagrams and Diagrams and Diagrams and 
Pictures should be Pictures should be Pictures should be Pictures should be 
completed on completed on completed on completed on 
plain paper.plain paper.plain paper.plain paper.

Writing needs to Writing needs to Writing needs to Writing needs to 
start against the start against the start against the start against the 
margin in pencil or margin in pencil or margin in pencil or margin in pencil or 
pen if you have a pen pen if you have a pen pen if you have a pen pen if you have a pen 
licence.licence.licence.licence.

All plain paper All plain paper All plain paper All plain paper 
work needs to work needs to work needs to work needs to 
be trimmed be trimmed be trimmed be trimmed 
and cut out and cut out and cut out and cut out 
carefully carefully carefully carefully 
before before before before 
sticking in.sticking in.sticking in.sticking in.

No scribbles No scribbles No scribbles No scribbles 
or cartoon or cartoon or cartoon or cartoon 
drawings to drawings to drawings to drawings to 
be in your be in your be in your be in your 
books.books.books.books.

Maths booksMaths booksMaths booksMaths books

•Number the answers to the Number the answers to the Number the answers to the Number the answers to the 
questions clearly.questions clearly.questions clearly.questions clearly.

•Use one square for each digit Use one square for each digit Use one square for each digit Use one square for each digit 
when writing numbers.when writing numbers.when writing numbers.when writing numbers.

•Leave a line between each Leave a line between each Leave a line between each Leave a line between each 
question and answer.question and answer.question and answer.question and answer.

How to keep Percy How to keep Percy How to keep Percy How to keep Percy 
Pea Pea Pea Pea HappeaHappeaHappeaHappea............

and not       and not       and not       and not       
GrumpeaGrumpeaGrumpeaGrumpea....


